Concept

Link students of Rhine Waal University of Applied Sciences with and seniors of the Herz-Jesu Kloster senior home.

Your will be assigned to one of our grand friends, and then a huge learning experience is about to start!

What about timings?
Provide us with some possible timings that will work for out and then we will assist you to create a weekly schedule with your grand friend.

Who can take part?
Everyone can take part, who is ...

Student of the Rhine Waal University of applied sciences whi has reached a German A1 level and/or above.

Why should you take part?
This is your new learning experience:
You can be closer to the german culture, ex-
change experiences with your grand friend,
have the wisest advises ever.

What do i need?
You just need the mentioned prerequisite of german skills, to be punctual and have the best dispostion for the meetings.

Who should I contact with?
Check our website and fill in the form „Having a grand friend“.
Some ideas for meetings

-Just talking freely to learn new vocabulary, reading texts, translating, own writing, tests with preparation on both sides for the meeting

-Enjoying things together: Reading, playing or watching a video

-Content for conversations: personal interests, culture and life in your home country, politics, daily topics (movies, stars, plan of the week), or study topics

Language games
You might consider as well to play some games using game cards, „Whom am I“, Hangman and many others, just let your imagination fly!

Contact Us!

Having a Grand Friend Programme
Welcome Centre HSRW
Room 08 02 025
welcome-centre@hochschule-rhein-waal.de

Having a Grand Friend